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Introduction 
   
The demand for clean and renewable energy sources such as wind and solar requires efficient 
energy storage to ensure a consistent electrical energy supply. As electrical capacitors store 
energy directly as electrical charge, their efficiency and power density are ideal for this 
application; however, a typical electrical capacitor’s energy storage density is far too low to 
allow practical, large scale implementation [1]. Lead-based antiferroelectrics that demonstrate a 
remarkably high energy storage density have been developed in the effort to bridge the gap 
between power density and energy density [2-4]. This is achieved through a reversible 
electrically induced phase transition between an antiferroelectric phase and a ferroelectric phase, 
resulting in the sudden development of high electrical polarization at the critical field of the 
phase transition [5-11]. During unloading of the capacitor, a large amount of electrical energy is 
released as the dielectric material reverts to an antiferroelectric state [2-4]. In simple terms, the 
dielectric properties of these materials are nonlinear with changing electric fields, and the 
utilization of nonlinear dielectrics in capacitors has the potential to create very high energy 
densities as long as sufficiently high electric fields are applied [4]. Of all the antiferroelectric 
ceramics the most widely studied compositions are lead zirconate titanate stannate doped with 
minor amounts of niobium or lanthanum [5-11]. In particular, Pb0.99Nb0.02[(Zr0.57Sn0.43)1-
yTiy]0.98O3 (PNZST43/100y/2) shows promise for applications in high energy density capacitors 
because its antiferroelectric-ferroelectric transition can be easily manipulated and tuned [12,13].  
Initially, (Bi1/2Na1/2)1-yBayTiO3 (BNT–100yBT) was designed as a lead-free piezoelectric 
composition [14,15]. It was speculated that these compositions exhibit an antiferroelectric state 
above the so-called thermal depolarization temperature [14] and their utilization in high-
temperature capacitor applications was explored [16]. However, recently it was clarified that this 
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antiferroelectric phase is actually a relaxor ferrielectric phase [10,17,18]. The electrical poling 
process for the development of piezoelectricity not only aligns the domain polarization but also 
triggers complicated irreversible phase transitions [10,19].  
Thermal analysis techniques were used to characterize various phase transitions and other 
properties in lead-containing and lead-free antiferroelectric and ferroelectric perovskites [20-28]. 
However, most of the previous work used only one particular technique. In the present study, a 
set of techniques, including dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), zero-force thermomechanical 
analysis (TMA), and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), were used to characterize the 
thermally induced phase transitions in ceramics of PNZST43/8/2, unpoled, and poled BNT–7BT. 
In addition, dielectric measurements and in-situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
experiments were performed to complement and support the results of these thermal analyses.  
 
Experimental 
Materials 
The antiferroelectric composition Pb0.99Nb0.02[(Zr0.57Sn0.43)0.92Ti0.08]0.98O3 was synthesized using 
the solid state reaction method. Powders of PbO, ZrO2, SnO2, TiO2, and Nb2O5 with purity levels 
exceeding 99.9% were batched with the addition of an extra 5 wt.% PbO to make up for the 
evaporation loss of lead during high temperature sintering. The batched powder was vibratory 
milled for 7 hours with zirconia media in ethanol, dried, pressed, and calcined at 935 °C for 4 
hours. To ensure composition homogeneity, the described calcination process was repeated one 
more time. After milling for 15 hours, dried powder was uniaxially pressed with acrylic binder, 
and the resulting pellet was surrounded in protective powder of similar composition and sintered 
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at 1320 °C using a double crucible configuration. X-ray diffraction was used to ensure phase-
purity of the sintered pellet. All reported measurements were performed on the same pellet.  
(Bi1/2Na1/2)0.93Ba0.07TiO3 ceramic was also prepared with conventional solid state reaction 
using Bi2O3, Na2CO3, BaCO3, and TiO2 powders with purity levels exceeding 99.9%. Na2CO3 
was baked at 200 °C for 15 hours to remove any moisture before batching. Calcination was 
carried out at 800 °C for 2 hours. After additional vibratory milling and drying, the powder was 
uniaxially pressed with polyvinyl alcohol binder and sintered at 1150 °C for 5 hours. X-ray 
diffraction was performed on the resultant ceramic to examine phase purity. Several BNT–7BT 
pellets were sintered because the planned experiments could be performed on unpoled and 
electrically poled samples. Electrical poling was conducted at room temperature under a DC field 
of 45 kV cm
-1
 for 15 minutes.  
In addition to the compositions of interest, a pure BaTiO3 sample was also prepared with 
BaCO3 and TiO2 powders as a means to calibrate the results between each of thermal analysis 
method. Calcination was conducted at 1100 °C for 6 hours and sintering at 1350 °C for 3 hours. 
 
Dielectric, TEM, and thermal characterization 
Dielectric constant and dielectric loss tangent of each composition were measured at 1 kHz, 10 
kHz, and 100 kHz during heating from room temperature at a rate of 3 °C min
-1
. The properties 
of the PNZST43/8/2 sample were measured in a temperature chamber with an LCZ meter 
(Model 3322, Keithley). A high temperature tube furnace with an LCR meter (Model 4284A, 
Hewlett Packard) was used to measure the BNT–7BT samples. The BaTiO3 sample was 
measured with both setups.  
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To reveal the electric field-induced phase transition in BNT–7BT, the polarization vs. 
electric field hysteresis loop was recorded during the very first triangular wave cycle of field 
with a standardized ferroelectric test system (RT66A, Radiant Technologies). This phase 
transition was also visualized using the in-situ technique with a Phillips CM-30 microscope 
operated at 300 kV. Experimental details for the in-situ observation can be found in previous 
reports [29,30].  
Prior to each thermal analysis experiment with PNZST43/8/2, the sample was cooled 
with dry ice for several hours to stabilize the ferroelectric phase. DMA measurement was carried 
out with a PerkinElmer DMA 7 at a 3 °C min
-1
 heating rate, using the 3-point bend mode with a 
10 mm span, a 720 mN static force, and a 1 Hz 650 mN dynamic force. The sample was cut and 
polished to approx. 12 mm length, 4 mm width, and 0.5 mm thickness. For poled BNT–7BT 
sample, the poling field was applied along the thickness direction prior to the test.  
Thermomechanical analysis was performed with a Q400 TMA from TA Instruments 
using a 5 mN static force and a 3 °C min
-1
 heating rate on each sample. For these measurements, 
samples were at least 6 mm tall, and the BNT–7BT sample was poled perpendicular to its height. 
Finally, each sample was broken into ~20 mg pieces to perform DSC measurements 
(Model Q2000, TA Instruments) with a heating rate of 10 °C min
-1
.  
 
Results and discussion 
PNZST43/8/2 
The results of the dielectric analysis of PNZST 43/8/2 are displayed in Fig. 1(a). According to 
previous studies [6-9], the anomalies on the 1 kHz dielectric constant curve at 51, 140, and 172 
°C mark the phase transitions from ferroelectric to antiferroelectric, to a multi-cell cubic 
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paraelectric, and then to a single-cell cubic paraelectric phase, respectively. Dielectric loss (tan 
δ) drops sharply at the ferroelectric to antiferroelectric transition (~51 °C), but shows no apparent 
changes at other transitions. The ferroelectric-antiferroelectric transition accompanies a change 
in volume, indicating a first order displacive transition [5]. The antiferroelectric to multi-cell 
cubic and subsequently to single-cell cubic transitions were thought to be two second order 
transitions [20]. In the base compound PbZrO3, the antiferroelectric phase directly transforms to 
the paraelectric phase during heating. Incorporating Sn, Ti, and Nb in the chemical composition 
stabilizes an intermediate multi-cell cubic phase and replaces this first order transition with two 
second order ones [20].  
Dynamic mechanical analysis of PNZST 43/8/2, shown in Fig. 1(b), reveals what appears 
to be a negative double-peak in storage modulus around the ferroelectric to antiferroelectric 
transition at 48 °C and 51 °C. From there, the ceramic experiences a dramatic elastic softening. 
When approaching the antiferroelectric to multi-cell cubic phase transition; its storage modulus 
drops from ~105 GPa to the lowest value of ~65 GPa at 137 °C. This is followed by a rapid 
increase in storage modulus to ~90 GPa at 153 °C, at which point it levels off and drops slightly 
until it reaches the multi-cell cubic to single-cell cubic transition at 166 °C and starts increasing 
again until it reaches ~115 GPa at 200 °C. The mechanical loss tangent is close to zero in the 
ferroelectric phase, but starts to increase at 45 °C, peaking at about 0.06 near 52 °C and then 
dropping slightly. The loss tangent peaks again at 0.07 at 128 °C and then drops gradually to 
about 0.02 at 149 °C, at which point it increases again and peaks at 163 °C. Above this 
temperature, the mechanical loss drops again, reaching nearly zero at 180 °C, remaining so in the 
single-cell cubic paraelectric phase. The mechanical loss tangent data indicates that there is a 
very limited ferroelastic activity in the ferroelectric phase, and the single-cell cubic paraelectric 
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phase behaves in an ideal elastic manner. The strong anelastic behavior in the antiferroelectric 
phase may have resulted from the large antiferroelectric domains in the microstructure that are 
also of ferroelastic nature [8,10].  
Zero-force thermomechanical analysis of PNZST 43/8/2, shown in Fig. 1(c), reveals a 
large shrinkage of about 900 ppm (0.09%) when the ferroelectric phase transforms into the 
antiferroelectric phase. This corresponds to a 0.27% volume shrinkage; and its magnitude is 
comparable to that of volume expansion during the antiferroelectric to ferroelectric phase 
transition induced by the electric field [9]. The shrinkage began at 45 °C, its rate peaking at 48.5 
°C, and leveling off at 54 °C. The two phase transitions at higher temperatures are just barely 
revealed by the TMA measurement in the form of a small increase in thermal expansion 
coefficient in the multi-cell cubic phase.  
Differential scanning calorimetry of PNZST 43/8/2, shown in Fig. 1(d), produced similar 
results to previous experiments [23], revealing endothermic signals at each phase transition. The 
onset of the ferroelectric to antiferroelectric transition in this experiment is seen at 56 °C with a 
peak at 60 °C. The onset and peak temperatures for the antiferroelectric to multi-cell cubic 
transition are seen at 130 °C and 144 °C, respectively. A broad bump at ~174 °C was observed at 
the multi-cell to single-cell cubic transition.  
The apparent discrepancy in the transition temperatures determined by DSC with respect 
to the other measurements may have been the result of the faster heating rate (10 °C min
-1
 vs. 3 
°C min
-1
) and/or an inaccuracy in the temperature calibration [31]. It should be noted that 
measurement differences between the different experimental techniques are quite common 
[24,25] and may also be related to the intrinsic physics of the transition [32]. The results shown 
in Fig. 1 confirm that the antiferroelectric-ferroelectric phase transition is of first order in nature 
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indicated by the abrupt decrease in dielectric loss tangent, sudden contraction in volume, and the 
presence of an appreciable DSC peak. The other two transitions were previously thought to be 
second order because of the gradual change in volume [20]. However, the present results seem to 
suggest that the antiferroelectric to multi-cell cubic transition is a first order transition indicated 
by its significant elastic softening and extremely sharp DSC peak.  
 
BNT–7BT 
It is known that BNT–7BT ceramics experience electric field induced phase transitions 
during poling [10,19,33]. This transition is revealed in Fig. 2 by the first cycle polarization vs. 
electric field hysteresis loop measurement. The inflection point on the loading segment in the 
first quadrant marks the relaxor ferrielectric to ferroelectric transition. The transition is 
irreversible at room temperature and the ceramic sample does not return to the relaxor phase with 
decreasing field. The in-situ TEM experiment shown in Fig. 3 further indicates the changes in 
crystal symmetry at the transition. In the unpoled state, BNT–7BT crystalizes in the P4bm 
symmetry with ferrielectric nanodomains, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Under the applied poling 
electric field, the grain in focus transforms to the P4mm symmetry, accompanied by the 
formation of large lamellar ferroelectric domains. The dramatic change in domain structure 
during electrical poling warrants a comparative study on unpoled and poled samples using 
thermal analysis techniques.  
The dielectric measurement of unpoled BNT–7BT shown in Fig. 4(a) corresponds well to 
previous results [18]. The dielectric constant and loss tangent show a strong frequency dispersion 
in the P4bm phase with nanodomains. The frequency dispersion diminishes at approx. 180 °C. 
The peak at 262 °C, identified as Tm [14-16], and does not correspond to any structural phase 
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transition. The dielectric loss tangent starts to decrease at 100 °C and reaches its minimum value 
at approx. 180 °C. No anomaly is noticed at Tm in the loss tangent curve. The dielectric 
measurement of poled BNT–7BT in Fig. 5(a) shows a much reduced frequency dispersion up to 
100 °C. This temperature is referred to as the thermal depolarization temperature, Td, in literature 
[32] and marks the transition of the poling-induced ferroelectric phase to the relaxor phase. The 
dielectric loss tangent also peaks at this temperature. Beyond Td, both poled and unpoled 
ceramics exhibit very similar dielectric behavior.  
Both unpoled and poled BNT–7BT ceramics show a valley in storage modulus, see Fig. 
4(b) and 5(b). For the unpoled ceramic, a broad valley occurs at 132 °C, accompanied by very 
little discernible change in mechanical loss tangent. In contrast, the poled ceramic’s storage 
modulus shows a much sharper valley at 121 °C, accompanied by an obvious peak in mechanical 
loss tangent. The peak onset for the mechanical loss tangent lines up closely with the Td at near 
100 °C. The mechanical loss tangent has a value close to zero throughout the entire measurement 
temperature range for the unpoled ceramic, while it apparently exhibits higher values below the 
Td peak for the poled ceramic, possibly attributable to the large ferroelectric domains in the poled 
ceramic.  
Zero-force TMA reveals no visible change in the thermal expansion (~10 ppm °C
-1
) of 
unpoled BNT–7BT from 25 °C to 400 °C (Fig. 4(c)). For the poled ceramic, Fig. 5(c) shows that 
the induced P4mm ferroelectric phase has a larger, varying thermal expansion coefficient from 
25 °C to 100 °C. Near the Td at 104 °C, the already negative slope of the thermal expansion 
coefficient drops further until it reaches nearly 0 ppm °C
-1
 at 110 °C, at which point it increases 
again to level off near 10 ppm °C
-1
 at 125 °C.  
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Differential scanning calorimetry results show no significant features in unpoled BNT–
7BT, see Fig. 4(d). The heat flow for poled ceramic exhibits an abrupt change in slope at 87 °C, 
and an endothermic peak at 128 °C with an onset at 120 °C.  
These results seem to suggest that unpoled BNT–7BT does not experience any structural 
phase transition in the temperature range measured (25 ~ 400 °C) because of its highly 
disordered nature. The anomalies in dielectric measurements may be associated with strain glass 
transitions [34]. When BNT–7B is poled, large ferroelectric domains are formed. The phase 
transition for the thermal disruption of these large domains at Td appears to be a first order 
transition.  
 
Conclusions 
The combined thermal scan experiments determining dielectric constant and loss tangent, storage 
modulus and mechanical loss tangent, thermal expansion, and heat flow are very powerful in 
uncovering the nature of the complex phase transitions in perovskite oxides. Particularly, these 
experiments confirmed the first order nature of the ferroelectric to antiferroelectric and the 
antiferroelectric to multi-cell cubic transitions, and the second order nature for the multi-cell 
cubic to single-cell cubic transition in PNZST43/8/2. In the lead-free BNT–7BT, the dielectric 
anomalies are not accompanied by any structural transitions in the unpoled state. However, after 
electrical poling to a ferroelectric phase with large domains, the thermal depolarization process 
corresponds to a first order structural transition.  
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Fig. 1 Thermally induced phase transitions in polycrystalline PNZST 43/8/2 ceramic revealed by 
dielectric (a), DMA (b), TMA (c), and DSC (d) measurements.  
Fig. 2 The polarization vs. electric field relation at room temperature measured at 4 Hz for the 
first cycle for unpoled BNT–7BT ceramic. Arrows illustrate the flow of time during the 
measurement.  
Fig. 3 Electric field in-situ TEM results of a representative grain in BNT–7BT examined along 
the [112] zone-axis. Bright-field micrographs prior to application of poling field (a) and 
under a poling electric field (b). The direction of the poling field is indicated by the bright 
arrow in (b). The selected area diffraction patterns are shown in the insets. The presence of 
the 1/2{ooe} superlattice spots (one is highlighted by the bright circle in (a)) characterizes 
the P4bm symmetry.  
Fig. 4 Temperature scan of dielectric property (a), storage modulus (b), thermal expansion (c), 
and heat flow (d) for unpoled BNT–7BT.  
Fig. 5 Temperature scan of dielectric property (a), storage modulus (b), thermal expansion (c), 
and heat flow (d) for electrically poled BNT–7BT.  
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